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Dragging through the murk of bureaucracy

An Infrastructure for Peace in Kenya

T

he elections are fast approaching
yet there is no clear framework
to guide the country in the face
of a recurrence of violence despite the
fact that Kituo cha Sheria in solidarity
with National Youth Sector Alliance, Yes
Kenya, Picha Mtaani Initiative and the
1000 young people went out to read the
riot act to the concerned authorities to
pass the policy.
The
Draft
National
Policy
on
Peacebuilding and Conflict Management
proposes an infrastructure for peace in
Kenya that requires key stakeholders
and peace actors within the country
to adopt a collaborative problem
solving approach to conflict through
consultation
and
dialogue.
This
infrastructure is instrumental to the

sustainability of peace in Kenya which
has suffered a violent past in electoral
processes and continues to experience
recurrent conflicts that are diverse in
nature. The Peace Policy encourages
Kenya to look internally and find home
grown solutions through dialogue and
multi-stakeholder consultations.
The proposed infrastructure of peace
takes into account the context within
which it will operate and proposes
institutional mechanisms appropriate
to the Kenyan context. Components
of the peace structure are a National
Peace Council, National and County
Peace Secretariats, National and County
Peace Fora, Local Peace Committees
and Mediation Support Units. These
components are interdependent 1and

complementary in design and will be comprised of
experienced individuals with the capacities to prevent,
mitigate and transform conflicts.
A comparative study of infrastructures for peace in
Africa points to the fact that these structures are an
effective, valuable and successful approach to long-term
prevention of violent conflict and constructive conflict
management. In Ghana, the National Architecture for
Peace was issued in 2006 leading to the establishment
of the National Peace Council that played a pivotal role
in ensuring peaceful elections in 2008. This came against
the backdrop of a violent past, between 1990-2002,
characterized by extreme levels of debilitating and brutal
inter-community conflicts. Today, Ghana is celebrated

The
face of
2008
which
should
never
again
be
seen
as one of Africa’s most democratic and stable countries
and has gone the extra mile to consolidate the gains
made through the establishment of a National Peace
Council. A National Peace Council Bill was unanimously
adopted by Parliament, which augments the peace
structure of Ghana. In so doing, Ghana has successfully
institutionalized the processes of peacebuilding and
conflict management to produce positive outcomes
that lead to effective conflict prevention, conflict
transformation and reconciliation.
South Africa was one of the first countries to establish an
infrastructure for peace. Although its experience with
the peace architecture may be a concluded process, it
serves as an exemplary example for replication and is
an invaluable contribution to the field of peacebuilding.
The relatively peaceful regime change from apartheid
was facilitated by Local Peace Committees which were
the main structures within the peace architecture and
played a significant role in the prevention of violence.
The committees were operational between 1991 and 1994
and were terminated following the successful election in
April 2004.
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Kenya is also recognized and acknowledged for its
contribution to peacebuilding through the Wajir Peace
and Development Committee that was established
during the high levels of destructive conflict in Wajir in
the 1990’s. This committee is cited as a positive lesson
as it brought peace to the region and this model was
replicated in various parts of Kenya to bring about peace
and prevent conflict. Far less violence was recorded in
the districts where a District Peace Comittee was present
during the 2007/2008 post-election violence. During the
referendum in 2010, District Peace Committees (DPC’s)
spread across the country played a critical role in the
prevention of violent conflict in volatile areas.
Predisposed to instability and conflict,
Kenya is in urgent need of a coordinated
approach amongst all relevant stakeholders
in peacebuilding, through a network of
interdependent structures, that contributes to
conflict prevention and peacebuilding. There
is a yawning discrepancy between building
peace and sustaining peace. Institutionalizing
the peace structures that exist in the country
and providing a framework within which
these structures can effectively carry out their
mandate is a promising way of ensuring durable
peace in Kenya and safeguarding the gains we
have made in peacebuilding, thus sustaining
the peace that Kenya has built over the years.
Growing interest in peace infrastructures across
the globe indicates that Kenya is on the right
track. In Costa Rica, the Ministry of Justice and
Peace is working with NGO’s to implement a
national plan for peace promotion, such as installing
mediation programs in schools all over the country and
organizing Peace Festivals. In South Sudan, the Ministry
for Peace, whose main objective is to facilitate amicable
and permanent resolutions of all forms of conflicts, is
currently working on finalizing a policy framework
that seeks to consolidate peace and promote sustainable
development. Togo, Uganda and Kyrgyzstan are all
taking measures in preparing for peace infrastructures.
Ghana’s, South Africa’s and Kenya’s experiences indicates
that peace structures have real impact as they have
proven to be effective tools for preventing or reducing
conflict. However, structures such as Local Peace
Committess (LPC’s) cannot operate in an administrative
vacuum hence the need for a policy framework that
creates a peace architecture that provides political,
technical, administrative and logistical support. In Sierra
Leone, the National Peace Architecture strengthens all
LPC activities and has enabled these committees to play
an important role in conflict prevention prior to and
during the national elections and also play a pivotal role
in reconciling warring communities across the country.

The peace infrastructure cannot work in isolation,
it has to take into account the socio-economic and
political context in Kenya. The Peace Policy provides
a framework within which these structures can
establish linkages with ongoing national processes
such as the implementation of the Constitution and
national legislation thus contributing to the overall
goal of a peaceful and stable Kenya.
The cost of adopting and implementing the Peace
Policy cannot be compared to the costs, if without
a policy framework to coordinate peacebuilding,
Kenya relapsed into violent conflict.
Koffi
Annan, in his 2006 Progress Report on the 2001
report Prevention of Armed Conflict, stressed
the importance of sustaining peace through the

establishment of national infrastructures for peace.
“….the aim should be the creation of a sustainable
national infrastructure for peace that allows
societies and their governments to resolve conflicts
internally and with their own skills, institutions and
resources.”
Kenya has indeed achieved great milestones in
peacebuilding, the challenge however lies in
sustaining this peace. The solution lies in adopting the
draft Peace Policy, hence a coordinated framework
for peacebuilding and conflict management. This
well developed and organized architecture is a
promising approach in the prevention of conflict.

The Journey so far

Kituo Cha Sheria, Act Change Tranform (ACT), and the National Youth Sector Alliance both under
the umbrella body National Peace Policy and Advocacy Network (NAPPAN) appeared before a joint
parliamentary committee on Administration and National Security at the parliament buildings to make
a presentation in support of passing the National Policy on Peacebuilding and Conflict Management into
law.
Committee members present included Hon. Peter Kiilu the Vice chair of the committee Hon. Danson
Mungatana, Hon. Raphael letimalo, Hon. Joseph Siuna and Hon Cyprian Omollo.Kituo cha Sheria
Executive Director, Priscilla Nyokabi gave a brief presentation on the content and urgency of adopting the
policy urging the house to step in and intervene for a speedy adoption of the Peace policy.
Saddened by the recent tragic death of the two Ministers under which the peace policy falls, Kituos
continue to advocate and lobby for the adoption of the peace policy. This has been through conducting a
series of meetings targeting the youth to voice their call for speedy implementation of the policy. Kituo is in
the process of organizing a peace forum under the out spice of Youth for National Youth Council targeting
delegates elected at sub location level.

Youths demonstrate in Nairobi in a bid to have the government hasten adoption of
the Peace Policy
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The prisoners right to vote

K

ituo Cha Sheria as an organization has from its
birth in the year 1973, endeavored to promote and
ensure that Human Rights are not only observed but
upheld. In the light of this statement, one of the rights
that the organization has been on the forefront fighting
for is the right to vote for each and every citizen of
Kenya eligible to vote either in a referendum, byelection and/or general election.
The right to vote is provided for under the
Constitutions Chapter Four-The Bill of Rights; Article
38(3) which stipulates that every adult citizen has
the right, without unreasonable restrictions to be
registered as a voter; to vote by secret ballot in any
election or referendum. It is in line with this Article
that informs the fact that someone in prison still
retains his right to vote by virtue of him or her being a
citizen of Kenya who has a right like any other Kenyan
to participate in the process of electing a leader or
representative of his or her choice despite the fact that
he or she is in prison.
Kituo Cha Sheria in ensuring that the right to vote
by prisoners is not only on paper but realized, in
the year 2007 moved to Court in the quest that the
prisoners vote in the referendum and got the orders
that enabled them to vote. The only challenge on this
has been that the orders were for the prisoners to vote
in the referendum and questions have been raised as
to whether the right extends to voting in the general
election.
A number of arguments have been raised by those
against extending the right to vote to prisoners and
among them is that since they are in custody, they
cannot make free and informed decision on who to
vote for due to their vulnerability they can easily
be compromised in terms of vote buying. The other
argument is that by virtue of prisoners being in
custody, they are not entitled to some rights which
include the right to vote and on this line of thinking;
there is the concept of “condemned
prisoners” which in simple terms means
those facing the death sentence.

against certain individuals just because of their
disadvantaged position. It gives rights and privileges
to everyone within the boundaries of Kenya and it does
not exclude the prisoners.
Kenya as a country is on the campaign of doing away
with inhumane punishments which include the death
penalty and Kituo Cha Sheria as an organization, we
have not been left behind in this quest as we have
made an application and enjoined as interested party
in the case challenging the unconstitutionality of the
death sentence. All the efforts outlined above are
geared towards ensuring that being in prison is not an
end in itself but a temporary condition which does not
take away the human nature of a person and therefore
does not usurp his or her democratic rights which at
the core is the right to vote.
The underlying principle in the essence is that the
prisoner is entitled to vote and there is no express
law hindering him or her to do so and even if there
were such law, it is null and void on the ground that
it is unconstitutional. That being the spirit, Kituo Cha
Sheria currently is implementing Amkeni project
tabbed “Hamasa Magerezani” focused on delivering
civic education to the prisons in relation to elections.
The general election being around the corner, it is
important that the prisoners are sensitized on the
electoral process, their right to vote and empowering
them to make free and informed decision on who to
vote for.
On the whole, the right to vote is guaranteed by the
constitution and therefore, ought to be enjoyed by
all who are eligible to vote and this is a call to the
Independent Electoral and Boundaries Commission
(IEBC) to move with speed in registering and putting
all the arrangements in place to enable the prisoners
exercise their right of casting their vote.

At the Prison these categories of prisoners
are not considered for rehabilitation and
they only eat and sleep awaiting their final
day. This is the misguided thought in the
dispensation of the new constitution by
forming the basis that such prisoners are no
longer useful to the society and therefore
need not vote in matters touching on the
national well being.
WHAT IS THE CORRECT POSITION?
The Kenyan Constitution which is the
supreme law of the land does not aid archaic thoughts
which are castigated with the aim of discriminating
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An inmate holding the Kenyan Constitution at Shimo la
Tewa prison during a trainning paralegals by KITUO

Draft Legal Aid Bill 2012 Forum

M

ost laws are drafted at the higher levels of legal
bureaucracy and their effect however important
to the grassroots fail to impact the intended polity.
Kituo as a pro poor organization stands to bridge the
complex web of jurisprudence and its actualization
on the ground. Kituo with this hindsight has been
involved actively in training community members on
legal avenues available to them to empower them to
handle their own legal affairs.
This has even been extended to prison as Kituo
became a first to empower inmates through paralegal
trainings to represent each other and even draft
petitions, knowledge which was a hindrance to their
access of justice.
Through its extensive work in communities Kituo
has come to realize that more needs to be done if its
vision of A Society of Equity and Justice for all is to
be achieved. Together with like minded organization
and the network of paralegals Kituo is pushing for
streamlining and adoption of Draft Legal Aid Bill 2012.
Kituo has been carrying out free legal aid clinics the
latest being one on Labour day at its head office as a
call for impetus in making legal aid a reality.
It is in this breath that Kituo held a Legal Aid Bill
Forum at Rangers to discuss the bill as at now and
chart ways of advocating for its speedy streamlining
and adoption. With Prof. Kithure Kindiki, Mr Hillary
Muthui of NALEAP, Ms. Priscilla Nyokabi Kituo

ED, Mr. Anthony Kamaru other Kituo staff and a
host of paralegals from Nyando, Kisuani, Kamkunji,
Kibera and Korogocho, the forum burst into a robust
discussion on the bill.
The forum was set to facilitate understanding of the
Draft Legal Aid Bill, as proposed, allow discussion and
dialogue in an open and in-depth manner the various
aspects of the proposed Draft Legal Aid Bill and
existing gaps, allow for recommendations that seek to
improve the draft bill in delivering on its objective and
advocate for the speedy adoption and implementation
of the Draft Legal Aid Bill
It became apparent that the Draft Legal Aid Bill if it
is to impact significantly in the society then it must
stem from a consultative drafting to accommodate
community interest and mechanisms for provision of
legal aid in place. It must also directly resound in the
lives of the poor and marginalized translating from
being a paper legislation to an adaptable and real
solution to those whose financial status inhibit their
access to justice.
This can only be advently explored if paralegals justify
their significance to the legal process as providers of
legal aid. Through proactive and vibrant presence
among poor and marginalized communities, and
pushing for visibility through advocacy for the bill due
consideration will be given to a speedy streamlining
and adoption of the bill

Kituo ED Ms. Priscilla Nyokabi, Kituo staff and Paralegals pose for a photo after the Forum
on adoption of Legal Aid Bill at Rangers Restaurant
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he African Commission on Human and People
Right is an autonomous treaty body working
within the framework of the African Union to
promote human and peoples’ rights and ensure their
protection in Africa. The body set up under Article
30 of the African Charter on Human and Peoples’
Rights (ACHPR) also referred to as the African
Charter was adopted in 1981 by the African States.
The main role of the Commission is to monitor the
implementation of the African Charter. According
to Article 45 of the African Charter, the ACHPR has
three main responsibilities of protecting, promoting
and interpreting the human and peoples’ rights as
guaranteed by the African Charter and reports directly
to the Assembly of Heads of States of the African
Union.
Kenya not only ratified and deposited the African
Commission on Human and Peoples Rights on 23rd
January 1992 and 10th February 1992 respectively, but
likewise accepted to accede to the protocol establishing
the African Court on Human and Peoples Rights on
18th February 2005. These two legal instruments
automatically form part of the Kenyan law as
envisaged under Article 2(6) of the Constitution.
The Endorois are a distinct Kalenjin speaking
community, and the original inhabitants of the Lake
Bogoria area within Kenya’s Rift Valley Province. The
community numbers approximately 400 families. The
community’s pastoralist activities can be traced since
in memorial that depend on livestock for survival. It
is reported that the land surrounding Lake Bogoria
is extremely fertile and ready for green pastures. The
lake is exceptionally a religious and cultural site for
the community. Despite political marginalization in

the President Daniel Moi’s regime that undermined
the political opposition, the Kenyan Endorois were
perceived as an integral of the larger Tugen with an
aim of killing their indigenous identity and culture .
Legal redress
Although all land in Kenya was declared “crown
lands” via the Crown Lands Ordinance of 1915,
Endorois land was “reserved” by colonial authorities
from lease, sale or any other disposition since it
was “required for use or support” of members an
“aboriginal native tribe. Under Kenyan supreme
law, Community land shall vest in and be held by
communities identified on the basis of ethnicity, culture
or similar community of interest and may only be
disposed by law specifying the nature and the extend
of the rights of the members of the each community
individually or collectively. For any unregistered
community land, the property in trust land is vested
in a public bodies e.g. county government, or in trust
if not public land . ACT NO. 6 of 2012 - Land Act that
Commenced in 2012-05-02 and pursuant to Article 37
stipulates that Community land shall be managed in
accordance with the law relating to community land
enacted pursuant to Article 63 of the Constitution. So
far, the proposed legislation under the Fifth Schedule
of the constitution gives parliament 5 years to enact the
community land Act.
The Endorois land taken away by the government
of Kenya may take more than expected for this
community to literally celebrate the legitimate
ownership of their land. The land was taken away
in 1973 for the preservation of a game reserve and

Ancient fig trees at Endorois initiation site, Lake Bogoria
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in defense of promoting tourism without proper
consultation to the Endorois Community. Efforts to
seek local remedy by the community failed not only in
the lower courts but also in high court.
In the case of William Ngasia and Others v
Baringo County Council and Others, High Court
Miscellaneous Civil Case No. 159 of 1999, The High
Court of Kenya dismissed the Endorois claim upon
a finding that,…. “the law did not allow individuals
to benefit from such a resource simply because they
happen to be born close to the natural resource”....
This was a true indicator of the government
oppressive mechanism to infringe the rights of
minority groups and or marginalized communities
to access justice through the court process. With this
development, the community had no option but to
claim legal redress and restitution from the African
Commission for non state compliance with human
rights among others rights.
The findings of the African Commission on Human
and Peoples Rights
In February 4th 2010, the African Commission
(ACHPR Case number 276 / 2003 Centre for Minority
Rights Development (Kenya) and Minority Rights
Group International on behalf of Endorois Welfare
Council vs Government of Kenya) found Kenya in
violation of various provisions of the African Charter
and recommended among others; the recognition
of rights of ownership to the Endorois and Restitute
their ancestral land, unlimited access to Lake Bogoria
and surrounding sites for religious, cultural rites, for
grazing their cattle, pay adequate compensation to
the community and royalties to the Endorois from
existing economic activities within the Reserve among
other demands.
…. “The African Commission is satisfied that the

Endorois are a “people”, a status that entitles them
to benefit from provisions of the African Charter that
protect collective rights. The African Commission is
of the view that the alleged violations of the African
Charter are those that go to the heart of indigenous
rights – the right to preserve one’s identity through
identification with ancestral lands”…
Despite sole solidarity at a celebration held in March
2010 and jointly convened by the Endorois Welfare
Council, the former Kenya National Commission
on Human Rights, other Civil Society Organization,
it is sad to report that nothing tangible has seen
with respect to implement the land mark ruling.
Regrettably, the celebration was presided over by
government officials including the Minister of Lands
Hon. James Agrey Orengo who publicly declared
and promised to prepare a cabinet memorandum in
pursuit of the purpose upon receipt of the certified
copy of the decision. The government of Kenya has to
date received the certified copy of the ruling but with
impunity shelved the legal document to gather dust
just like other commission’s of inquiry reports.
Article 35 of the Consitution gives the Endorois
among other Kenyans the right to access information
on the development of their case to which the
thought(s) herein supports in principle. It is therefore
upon the general public, human rights defenders,
international community, civil society organization
among other to put pressure to the government of
Kenya for speedy implementation of the land mark
ruling and decision of the African Commission on
Human and Peoples Rights with an aim to protect of
the minority and marginalized groups from any form
of discrimination and the protection of their property
in Kenya and in Africa. The call to save the Endorois
is inevitable and the African Commission must
now serve the government of Kenya with orders to
expedite the purpose of the course.

Ngorongoro Crater, the Endorois
land was taken away in 1973 for the
preservation of a game reserve and
in defense of promoting tourism
without proper consultation to the
Endorois Community
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UWAZI CUP TOURNAMENT

K

ituo cha sheria scooped the integrity cup at
the ICJ uwazi cup tournament which took
place at impala grounds on 12th of May. The
tournament was aimed at promoting access to
information as a human right as stipulated in
the Constitution under article 35.
International Commission of Jurists (ICJ) had
brought together 28 teams to participate in the
tournament and among them included Law
Society of Kenya, FIDA, Kenya Aspirants and
Standard Media Group.
The matches included five men and one lady
and a single game lasted for six minutes. After
a run of being unbeaten in the group stage,
Kituo fell to a tactical Safaricom in the quarter
finals of the main cup.
The tantalizing quarter final match saw Kituo
incessantly make attempts to score but the
Safaricom team defended religiously to earn a
goalless draw.
Kituo went on to lose 2- 3 on post match penalties
after a lady from Kituo team lost the penalty shot
and subsequently Kituo was eliminated from the
main cup tournament.
Despite the exit of the defending champions, Kituo
went ahead to clinch the integrity cup after being

Executive Director Pricilla Nyokabi receiving the
integrity cup from ICJ Director George
voted by other teams in a unanimous appreciation
of the team’s good behaviour on and off the pitch.
Edgar Kavulavu the captain of the Kituo team said
that they had done their best but despite the loss
they were able to show integrity and diligence on
and off the pitch which earned them an accolade.
The executive director of Kituo cha sheria, Ms
Pricilla Nyokabi was awarded by the ICJ Kenya
family for her great service in the commitment as
a council member.
Re-bounce
On June 16th Kituo cha Sheria
played a friendly football
match with Kenya School
of Law students aimed at
preparing them for the justice
cup tournament that will be
held in July.
Kituo football squad gave
Kenya School of Law a 7-2
drubbing at the Kenya School
of Law grounds.
The heated encounter that saw
Kituo dominate both halves
was organized in the warm up
to The Justice cup tournament
set to take place on 23 July 2012.

Kituo cha Sheria team during a friendly with Kenya School of
Law
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UPCOMING ACTIVITIES/EVENTS (July - October 2012)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Thursday, 5th July, 2012 Housing Forum at Ufungamano House 9.00am - 1.00pm
Thursday, 5th July, 2012 Kituo Family Dinner at Panafric Hotel 6.00pm -9.00pm
Friday, 6th July, 2012 Refugee Forum at Panafric Hotel 9.00am - 1.00pm
Public Interest Litigation caucus on pre trial detention on 12th July 2012
Public Interest Litigation colloquium on 26th and 27th July 2012
Legal aid clinic at Industrial Area Prison in July 2012 – pre trial detention
NITA training for lawyers in August 2012
Launch of the micro justice project in August 2012
Public Interest Litigation Caucus (Colloquium on pilot project – training on Article 57 of the Constitution
for paralegals between 3rd and 5th September 2012
10. Launch of Kenya Tuna Uwezo Programme on 10th at Kibera, 11th at Mathare, 12th Korogocho and 13th
at Kiambio

Kituo staff and Refugee choir sing Kituo’s anthem at the Alliance Franchise during
a forum on refugee intergration
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One Pearson forced to flee is one too meny

K

ituo cha Sheria was proud to join local and
international community in commemorating the
International World Refugee day on 20th June
2012 at the Kenya National Museum.
This comes after Kituo under the Forced Migration
Programme held a bold Forum on durable solutions
available to refugees living in Kenya with emphasis on
the possibility of Local Integration to especially those
that have been in the country for very long, a debate
which elicited much support in concerned actors on
refugee matters.
The half-day forum which had approximately 200
participants in attendance drawn from 38 organizations
and the general public, was held on Tuesday 19th
June 2012, as from 09.00 Am at the Wangare Maathai
Auditorium, Alliance Franchaise, Nairobi. Noteworthy
is that there is growing interest by University students
in refugee issues since we had a good representation
from tertiary institutions particularly The Presbyterian
University of East Africa and University of Nairobi.
This year’s theme is “One person forced to flee is one too
many!” and in this spirit, Kituo cha Sheria called on the
Government to have the Kenya National Refugee and
Asylum Draft policy revised, validated by stakeholders,
adopted and implemented.
This will bring to fruition the Principles of the Policy
including
1.
Non-refoulement;
equality
and
nondiscrimination; family unity; respect for human rights;
promotion of national security and the rule of law;
international solidarity and burden-sharing; and
community based and participatory approach. These
principles form part the Kenya national legislations

and are safeguarded in international refugee policies.
It is required that all stakeholders concerned with
the implementation of this policy will observe these
principles.
2.
The concept of refugees deals with the definition
of a refugee. The government recognizes the definition
provided for by the 1951 UN convention, 1969 OAU
convention and the Refugee Act 2006. This is aimed
at recognizing who is and who isn’t a refugee. Also
to distinguish a refugee from other terms such as an
asylum seeker and economic migrants
Kituo cha Sheria’s Forced Migration programme is based
at the Eastleigh in Nairobi and Mombasa branch offices.
Since it establishment in 2007, the Forced Migration
Program is specifically devoted to the welfare of refugees,
asylum seekers and other persons of concern living
in urban areas within Kenya through advocacy, legal
advice and representation among other services. The
location of the centre in Eastleigh (where bulk of urban
refugees and asylum seekers reside) was imperative to
ensure accessibility by a majority of clients.
Following the intense interest on refugee issues
displayed by the general public at the said public forum
(if the attendance and questions asked is anything to
go by), Kituo is organizing a follow-up public lecture
to discuss durable solutions for refugees at the Sarova
Panafric on 6th July 2012 from 9.00 am to 1.30 pm. This
is so as we sustain the momentum.
Despite their status quo refugees deserve to be treated
with dignity and accorded Human rights just like host
citizens and Kituo cha Sheria stands firmly to ensure
access to justice for the poor and Marginalized. We care
for Justice

World Refugee day is held annually to sensitize people on the plighht of vrefugees with a view of seeking
durable solutions for refugees
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DHOBI WOMEN

I

n its pursuit of Equity and Justice for all Kituo
cha Sheria sought to empower the poor and
the marginalized especially domestic workers
through a programme dubbed Dhobi women project
after Kituo realized the need to raise awareness on
labour rights regarding domestic workers.
Dhobi women who can sometimes be referred as
wash women are a group of women aged between 20
to 45 years and earn between Kshs 300 to 500 daily.
They ply their trade along busy roads in the suburbs
and reside in the informal settlements adjacent to
those areas. The women wait for their employers to
come and pick them to go perform household duties
and after which they are paid for their services.
Following gross violation of their rights including
failure to get their dues, blatant rights abuse and a
discriminatory employee employer relationship,
Kituo ha s come out strongly to assist them access
justice.
Kituo has engaged in various trainings since the
project started. We have been able to train women
stationed at kileleshwa, Lavington, Kilimani,
Langata, Ngei, Ngumo and Buruburu.
Following consultative trainings in these areas their
plight became apparent. Kituo discovered these
women face various atrocities in the hands of their
employers. Some of the women had been defiled by
their employers, retained in custody without their
consent. Sometimes they were underpaid with the
employers taking advantage of labour providers
surpassing demand. In extreme cases the employers
completely refused to pay them or postpone paying
them yet this is their sole source of income and their

whole family depends on them.
Sometimes in a bid to avoid paying them the
employers accuse them of either stealing or breaking
household appliances and this is used as a justification
to default payment. Other employers negotiate and
contract them to do a certain domestic chore but on
getting to their premises they are given other house
chores that were not part of the agreement without
raising the pay. Some employers especially do not
allow them to use neither the bathroom nor the toilet
while they are on duty.
It is imperative to note that these women suffer in
silence in the hands of their employers and they also
do not enjoy a favorable relation with law enforcers
who they deem bias after failing to follow up on some
cases they had reported and siding with employers
whenever they are accused by their employers.
During the trainings, Kituo has aimed to empower
Dhobi women on their legal rights especially in
contractual dealings, equip them with skills and
knowledge to have clear guidelines on human
dignity and pursue government’s ratification of
the Convention on Domestic Workers, formally the
Convention concerning Decent Work for Domestic
Workers and raise their awareness on the benefits
that they will accrue when it will be implemented.
Kituo seeks to continue with these trainings and
be able to extend their services to areas that have
not yet been covered within and without Nairobi.
Furthermore Kituo plans to conduct a forum that
will bring together all dhobi women and lobby for
their rights be included in the constitution.

Dhobi women finally find a voice through Kituo cha Sheria to access decent terms of plying their trade
and labour rights
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Marking Labour Day with a difference

ccess to justice is a major concern among
the poor and marginalized communities in
Kenya and this has led to a gross violation
of their rights as the live with social injustices that
eventually fuels conflict.
Picture this Josephine Gathoni from Kiambaa is
a mother in distress. Her son was arrested along
others and has been remanded for over three years.
Being unemployed, aged and ailing she has not
been able to help her son whom she claims was at
the wrong place with the wrong people.
Fortunately for her Kituo cha Sheria, known for
its support of poor and marginalized people
to obtain legal aid, was holding a free clinic in
commemorating Labour Day celebrations. She
heard from a friend that she could access pro bono
services at Kituo and she came all the way to the
organizations headquarters off Argwing s Kodhek
road.
Scores of poor people with cases ranging from land
disputes, forced evictions and labour cases trooped
the legal justice centre hoping to have their cases
taken up by the organization.
Getrude Angote Coordinator Legal Aid and

Education Programme says the clinic is thematic to
labour day as it offers free legal advice to the poor
workers in the country, assisting them to access
justice. “It shows the spirit of voluntarism among
lawyers willing to revoke a holiday to come and
offer pro bono services to people who otherwise
could not access it due to financial constrains,” she
said
Several clients came having been referred by former
clients who have been assisted by the organization.
Kituo also trains paralegal in an effort to empower
the community to be able to represent themselves
and exercise their rights rather than a constant
unsustainable input of legal assistance.
Kituo cha Sheria is in the process of spearheading
a simple sms technology helpline that will allow
everyone to access justice and legal advice from
their phones. Kituo hopes that through this the
masses will be empowered enough to access justice
despite their lack of financial wherewithal.
The organization operating from Nairobi at its
headquarters and Eastleigh as well as Mombasa
gives subsidized legal aid to people to enable access
to justice for all.

Kituo cha Sheria lawyers attending to the poor and marginalised during a free legal aid clinic
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Kenya Tuna Uwezo

nresolved issues that lie below the veil of a
plastic peace might easily deteriorate back to
violence that visited devastation on the country
especially in slum areas.

campaign engaged local leaders to identify
their own problems and come together with the
NGOs on a journey to find solutions to their own
problems rather than a prescriptive approach.

As actors seeking to ensure peace in the country,
Kituo cha Sheria is at the initial phases of a
campaign to empower communities to create
their own destinies by embracing dialogue
on cohesion and civic education on the new
constitution dubbed the Kenya Tuna Uwezo
campaign.

The communities surprised the campaign
organizers when they owned the slogan as Kibera
Tuna Uwezo, Korogocho Tuna Uwezo, Mathare
Tuna Uwezo and Kiambiu tuna Uwezo without
provocation by the facilitators.

Partnering with Corporate Housing Foundation
Kenya (CHF) and PEACENET-Kenya under
USAID funding, Kituo has been undertaking
introductory consultation with grassroots
stakeholders from Kibera Mathare, Korogocho
and Kiambiu slum around Nairobi area.
These areas were adversely affected by post poll
chaos and as we approach another election with
politically instigated polarization, the need to
embrace dialogue to solve conflict could not be
more timely.
Kenya Tuna Uwezo campaign is a two year
programme that is unique in that it seeks to
employ a people to people approach, working
with single identity groups of women, men,
youth, religious leaders, people with disability
and so forth and eventually bringing these groups
together and come up with lasting solutions for
the recurrent conflict issues.
Embracing the ‘from below paradigm’ the

Residents through exercises of the introductory
consultations raised several issues specific to
their local area hoping that the campaign will
prioritize these innate issues.
Some of the issues that recurred in the various
slum included insecurity, drug abuse, tribalism,
domestic violence among others.
The community members urged the NGOs in the
campaign to help them access an abridged version
of the constitution containing the provisions
that relate to their issues, which would help
empower them to deal with their own problems
and address the sessions in languages they best
understand.
They were however wary of early warning
system that was proposed in the campaigns
citing that rumours of war were key instigators
to violence. They also urged radio stations to tone
down the opinion polls as such contentions often
fuel party animosities, while also adding that
they felt secluded from such surveys as none has
ever been interviewed.

In an effort to promote peace in informal settlements, KITUO has partnerd with PEACENET,
CHF and USAID under the Kenya Tuna Uwezo Programme
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Training Manual on Refugee Law for Lawyers and Law
Students

R

efugee law has for a long time been given a
wide berth with the Government, UNHCR
Kituo cha Sheria through URIP, lawyers,
students and other actors lacking definitive
approaches to the refugee situation.
Kituo through consultation with the able professor
Kithure Kindiki and other actors are in the process
of drafting a Training Manual on Refugee Law for
Lawyers and Law Students.
They held a consultative training with lawyers at
Nyeri on 29th and 30th to sensitize lawyers on the
8 module manual structured into , introduction of
refugee law, essential elements of refugee status,
determining refugee status, exclusion, rights and
duties of refugees, durable solution for refugees,
cessation of refugee status and Certain aspect of
Kenya’s refugee law
Prof. Kindiki noted that the matter of refugees has
not attracted the interest it deserves and participants
must think around calling the matter to attention in
the wider public.
Before national refugee law, there was International

refugee law which was developed due to need
generated by the world wars which requires one
must interface national and international refugee
law because most national laws borrow from
international refugee law and unlike before the
current Kenyan constitution makes international
law part of the laws of Kenya (United Nations
Convention relating to the situation of refugees and
the OAU convention governing Refugee problems
in Africa) article 2(5) and 2 (6)
Through an engaging and consultative training the
participants sought to buttress the manual to capture
all stakeholder interest in terms of contributing to
its structure and methodology.
The training also sensitized the lawyers present on
relevant documents issued to refugees, the network
of organizations dealing with refugee matters,
judicial position on refugee matters and Kituo work
on refugees.
Currently refugees get lawful recognition through
UNHCR which iis currently capacity building the
Department of Refugee Affairs.

Voluntary Advocates and KITUO lawyers pose for a photo after the trainijng on refugee law
manual
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Kituo cha Sheria engages Youth for Peace

K

ituo Cha Sheria proposed to the
parliamentary committee to establish a
budget line of Kshs. 1 billion to institutionalize
and enable elections for the National youth
Council.
Kituo cha Sheria accompanied the members of
National Youth Council and Youth Agenda to
address the Budgetary committee on the Budget
Estimates 2012 in regard to the National Youth
Policy, The National Youth Council Act and
the establishment and instutionalization of the
National Youth Council on 14th May 2012.
The committee chaired by Hon. Alfred Sambu,
were very receptive to Ms Priscilla Nyokabi’s
presentation on behalf of the youth. He
concurred with the significance of establishing
the council mandated to promote peace especially
in view of the forthcoming elections.
The National Youth Council is a framework
that will institutionalize and prioritize the youth
agenda. This Council will be instrumental in
promoting peace as it represents a constituency
that is directly linked to violence. This can be
achieved fully if the National Youth Council
collaborates with the proposed National
Peace Council in the Draft Peace Policy. There
is therefore need to have both bodies fully
operational to complement each other’s efforts.
One cannot talk about peace without mentioning
youth and the converse holds. The issues of
Peace and Youth are inseparable

separate budget line was very sound as it would
ensure the council is funded without excuses
from relevant ministries. Currently the council is
funded under the Ministry of Youth Affairs and
Sports.
This same Ministry attests that seventy five per
cent of Kenyan population is below 30 years of
age yet it is this large chunk of the population,
30,000,000 Kenyans that has continued to live in
poverty and squalor.
The presentation of the memorandum to the
committee brought well grounded realization
of the fact that, for the constitution to be
implemented to the letter, the Ministry of
Finance to realize this fiscal theme and the
Ministry of Youth Affairs and Sports to achieve
its mandate, the National Youth Council must be
fully implemented and funded.
Kituo cha Sheria further intends to push for
amendment of the National Youth Council
act to reflect the spirit of the new constitution
especially addressing Inclusion of 47 Counties
in the place of 8 Provinces, Change of the
position of the Chairperson of the Council to be
popularly elected instead of being a Ministerial
appointee. Reconsidering qualifications of a
chair and other youths in the council having to
be degree holders and having National Youth
Council Elections be conducted by Independent
Electoral Commission of Kenya.

This is critical at the time of election and notably
the Youth in this process had first come together
to champion the adoption of the Peace Policy
before elections and seeks to work with the
National Peace Council sought to be established
by the National Peace Policy.
Hon. Chris Okemo, added that the need for a

Kituo cha Sheria is egaging the NationalYouth
Council to brocker the peace agenda in
anticipation of the oncoming elections
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